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the output poser ©f this oscillator is used to iapreas a carrier
voltage across the telephone Hat at the tapping point, this voltage
will, though attenuated by line losses* reach the third party's area
and become available at the p.e.'s (passive eleMent*®) line terminals*
connected across the telephone line, fMs carrier voltage is rectified
in the p,e.» the available d.e. power feeing used to supply an audi©
frequency aaplifier, which greatly increases the audio output level
of a microphone picking up the acoustic algnale in the third party's
area, ©j© amplified eiicrophoae voltage is fed back to the rectifier
circuit which, due to its nonlinear operation, generates aodulation
sidebands, containing the original acoustical information. 'Jhes®
ssodulation sidebands will travel back along the telephone line to the
base statioafe tapping point and will be detested by the receiver part
Series impedances between the p«e.,-.aad the line tapping paint,
as well as between the tim ©quijsseat and the line tapping point, will
saiatelze the loading on the telephone line and therefore the deteetibility of the modifications.
Hie p.e. is powered froa the remote baa© equipment and is therefore
iadapeadeat of other" power sources ©uch as expendable batteries,
She unattended operating life of the p.#, say Prefer© be vnxy long
and will in practice be liaited only ~by the chaace of coapoaeat failure,
which is expected to be low due to the minute aaouat ©f power used.
Furthermore, the p.e* is fully passive and will only be operative
ia the presence of the correct siipal fros the base equipment,
HMfffA oioasid,f.xatloitts,,,reilal4^1 the RC-syflaa,
M order to arrive at a starting point for the developaeat of the
^-p.©.» it will be necessary to bring; forward the ©oasideratioas ia
connection with the characteristics of the input and output terminals
of the p,e.
,3,

First considerations will deal with the allowable amount of
isolation between HC-equipaent and line tapping points in view of
available r.f. activation power for the p.©,
fhe amount of isolation arrived at in this way will be checked
against the perforsaaoe of the receiving post. Finally the sensitivity
requireaeats for the Bleraphoa© input terminals will be considered.

3*1 flpfriMfl* Qftfom #»■ JWflMI pofofe and. Rc,-©quipaent ,(fwft Jfa y
la view of secrecy a minimum amount ©f line leading at the
tapping points is desirable. 3a addition the line-loading
should not be resonant at ©oae frequency for the sajae reason.
Be relatively wide frequency band to be accoranodated (20
to 300 ko/s or a ratio of Is15) practically excludes the us© ©f
simple isolating reactances* Moat advisable therefore is the
us© of isolating' resistances, the higher the better in view of
isolation. High values of isolating resistances will however
bring along correspondingly high values of attenuation ©n the
BC sigaal pqtK.
A compromise will be necessary.
A number of factors govern the saaxiaua value of isolating
resistances. We refer to Fig, 1 for a basic diagram of the
cysts® layout,
!The maximum available power from the base station is assuoed
to be 1 watt, such a® is the case for regular WSO H I equipment.
Bie required r.f. activation power for the p.©. is assumed t© be
25 microwatts, the value of resistors H is assumed to be much
higher than the characteristic impedance of the telephone line.
For optimum power transfer at the output terminals of the WS
equipment, and at the terminals of the p.©., their respective
internal resistances are assumed to be equal to the Isolating
resistance, A sever© impedance aisraatcb is apparent at the tapping
points themselves as far as the EC signals are concerned, but this
is unavoidable aad a logical consequence of the isolation
requirement.

the isolating- resistances at both tapping points are for the
present assumed t© have the same value, thereby introducing a
similar value ©f tepadaaee disturbance at both positions.
Seasons for choosing different values of isolating resistors
for the two tapping positions can be visualised, e.g., when a
aeeurity consideration is mar© stringent for on© tapping position
than for the other. On the other hand, the value of isolating
resistors in the target area is not likely to be changed easily
afterwards, in which case an alteration of isolating losses has
to be perfonaed at the base station's mi,
A factor which will affect the isolating resistance value to
a great extent is the characteristic liae impedance in the carrier
frequency range. For the regular araoured siultieor© underground
cable this value approaches 120 ©has resistive for the hl$»r
frequencies, but for the lower frequencies the impedance rises
and becomes more reactive,
Usea airlines are used ©a ©©casioa, their characteristic
impedance will be found t© be approximately 600 ©hiss resistive
over the entire frequency range* Airlines will allow the use of
higher values of isolating resistance than the raulticor© cables
meatloaed.
If the length of ©able between the base station tapping point
and the target area is appreciable (several hundreds of meters
or more), the resulting ©able attenuation may dictate a lower
value of isolating resistance.
Finally it should be mentioned that th© end of the ©able or
liae in the target area will ©ftes b© terminated and loaded by
a telephone set. ®ie shunting impedance ©f a telephone set will
gsaerally be lower for the higher carrier frequencies, but raay,
for some intermediate values of carrier frequency, show rather
low impedances due to some internal resonance of the telephone
set components, 2he ehoice of a differing carrier frequency say
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avoid excessive shunting leases, however. It will be ©a the
safe side for evaluation purposes to aaauaa the shunting effect
of a telephone set to be equal to a reaateace equal to the line
impedance, e.g., 120 ohms,
She approxiaate figuraa given &3t assumed can be used to
en ©atimate of the aaximum allowable value of isolating
using these figures and assuming the use of a maltioorad
eafele with negligible attenuation (short length), one arrive©
at a value of approxteately 8400 ©hma.
As a starting value, however, a resistance of 5000 ohms is
chosen. Sk&B will allow operation of the system when cable
attenuation is not negligible, fhe allowable ©able attenuation
ia this case is 4.5 db, representing the equivalent of approxiaataly
500 e. of cable at a carrier frequency of 300 ke/s, or 2000
of cable at a carrier frequency of 20 kc/s.
Tb& figures used ia this evaluation may be ©a the safe side,
and they say be modified under oirouastaaaes without adverse
effects. 2h© us© of hi$*er values for the isolating resistance
at the p,e. side will bring along, however, an iaeraaea of the
carrier frequency voltage across the telephone cable, which sight
be undesirable ia view ©f secrecy, fh© present value ©f 5000 ©has
bring© along a level ©f approximately 0,7 volts r.a,s. carrier
voltage across the liae, a level which, is slightly lower than the
normalised speech signal level far regular telephone service,
As mentioned before, optimum power transfer from the IBS*
equipment and to the p.©. will require their Internal resistances
to be equal to the isolating resistance, Xhis aeaas that the
total shunting resistance across the tapping point will be twice
the value of the isolating resistance, at least for carrier
frequencies. I&le value of 10,000 ohms total shunt resistance
represents sore than 60 times the nominal character1stic line
at carrier frequencies, therefore causing only a .minor
at the tapping point.
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aereovar, a suitable output circuit for the IfBG-oquipsient and
the p.©. will allow an evea higher valu© ©f total ahuat impedaaee
at frequencies outside the carrier frequency range. Tim shunting
impedance may quit© easily be infinite for d.e. voltages.
It will be clear that the isolation resistors should preferably
be used syrasetrieally, such that half the valu© of 5000 ohms ia
inserted into each conneotkn to a cable wire, while the associated
circuits of the EC ©ystea should also be syaaetriaal.
3*2 Jfoaluatisn of return rath ijerformaaee
Ths assumptions used in the preceding paragraph ©an b© used
ta evaluate the return path efficiency,
fae nominal power loss on the transmission path from WSJ*
equipment terminals to p.©. terminals is from 1 watt to 25
microwatts, or 4© dfe. 2fee modulation sidebands generated in
■fee p.®. will experience a similar attenuation on their way back
to the HD-equipment, via. 46 db.
In addition, the p.©. itself will iatarodae© loss ia th©
process of converting r.f. activation power into infersatioa*
carrying sidebands. Shis reflection leas is defined as the rati©
between available incident r.f. power and available reflected
sideband power* fhis loss aay b© assumed t© be approximately
15 db.
fhis bring© the difference in level, at the HC-terminals,
between transmitted power and information-containing sideband
sigaals to 46 ♦ 15 + 46 - 107 db. If th© transmitted power is
1 watt, the received signal will have a level of -107 dbw.
She duplsxer circuit between 1®C-terminals and receiver
input circuit will offer an attenuation of 3 db, thereby bringing
the available signal at the receivers' input terminals at -110
-dfew.
Assuming the receiver r.f. bandwidth to be 8 ko/s and its
input noise figure to be 5 db will bring- an inherent aeise level
at the receivers' input terminals of -160 dbw.
••jr..

a© ©i^aai-to-aoie© ratio at the output of tee receiver under
the circurastaaoes mentioned will therefore be 50 db, tails value
is entirely adequate ia view of th© saxiaua value of 46 db of
aigaal-to-noia© ratio attainable in th© p.©. «s microphone input
circuit under p.e. conditions and under normalised conditions
of acoustical level and aiorophoa© sensitivity.
3.3 Sensitivity of microphone input circuit
It is proposed to adopt the same valu© of normalised iaier©phone
signal level as has been evaluated before in the 10 systems.
Tkm acoustical reference level is taken as 0,52 4&m/®e&
r.s.s. peak value at the mlerophoa© itself, this valu© being
obtained when conversational speech is picked up at a distance
of 5 meters from a man's mouth, taking into account a loss of
10 db for an acoustic probe with a pinhole aperture*
A type "B'' microphone will under these circumstances yield
an e.m.f. ©f 26 aicrovolts r.m,s. peak with an internal resistance
of 300 ohms*
Miniaturised microphones, such as the S1UBI ID 30 type, possess
a hi^ier iatexml resistance and a higher e.a,f., but will sore
or less yield the same signal level when matched to the same
fa© p.e, unit will incorporate a separate high- and lewiapedance laicrophoae input connection, accaaaodatiag both types
©f microphones, whilst the ©leetrlcal input circuit will be
based on the normalised level of 2S nicrovolts r.sus* via
300 ©has.
fove*qpa©nj of, p.e,, circuitry,
In accordance with the terminal conditions evaluated in paragraph 3,
th© p.e. circuitry was worked ©at, She circuitry could be split up
into three parts, vis,, the rectifier-sodulator, th© audi© amplifier,
and the carrier frequency matching and filtering unit for the r.f.
tapping point. Bach ©f thera was considered separately and the
combination was ehecked ia view of overall perfonaaac© and compliance

with th© system requirements, A maximum ambient temperature of 450c
with satisfactory performance was envisaged.
4«l g». rectlfier-aodulator
fh© rectifier in the p.e, serves t© convert r.f. energy,
taken from th© line tapping point, into d.e, power for the
supply of the audio amplifier stages.
A seooad assignment for the rectifier circuit i© the conversion
©f audio power from the audio amplificr output into modulation
sidebands containing th© intended information.
These two conversion processes of demodulation and modulation,
passing through the rectifier circuit ia opposite direction,
are fairly similar in nature and may be expected t© exhibit the
same efficiency under matched conditions, a fact which has "been
verified experimentally.
fh© overall reflection loss ©f the p.e., i.e., the ratio
between available incident r.f* power and the available reflected
sideband power, will generally consist of*
a) Sbe.r.f.-to-d.c. conversion loss of th© rectifier.
b) 1&© d.c,-to-audio conversion loss of th© audio amplifier,
c) She audio-to-r.f. sideband power conversion leas of
th© rectifier acting as a aodulator*
whwa th© processes a) and o) exhibit the same efficiency, as
indicated above, it will be clear that optimising the efficiency
of th© rectifier by ©boosing th© most favorable operating
©oaditioas will provide twice the gain and is therefore relatively
important.
A first thing to be looked over ia this connection ia th©
type of rectifier operation, viz,, half-wave or full-wave
r e c t i fi c a t i o n ,
under the circumstances given th© r.f* source will be aperiodic
and resistive in view ©f the relatively wide r.f, carrier frequency
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In this case a half-wave rectifier is less favorable, because
r.f* power can be utilised only during one half of the r.f.
c a r r i e r c y c l e , v i s , , w h a n t h e r e c t i fi e r i s c o n d u c t i n g . Av a i l a b l e
r.f. power during th® other half of the r.f, carrier cycle is not
utilised and therefor© lost, fhia loss would be recovered through
th© use of a tuned circuit at the rectifier input, which could
store energy during the otherwise unused half of the r.f. cycle*
As mentioned before this is not allowable in view of the wide
carrier frequency band t© be used,
therefore, full-wave rectification will have t© be used, which
inherently utilises both halves of the r.f. carrier cycle.
2fa© next choice concerns the use of either a full-wave rectifier
circuit with center-tapped input transformer, or a voltage
doubling circuit with slagle-aaded input.
B» voltage-doubliag circuit can be arranged either to have a
{Symmetrical d.o, output circuit or an asyasetrieal d.e. output.
Sfces© circuits can be made t© perform equally well aa far as
rectification efficiency 1© concerned but a preference may arise
when th© interconnectiaa to, and th© adaptation of the remainder
of th© p.e* circuit is looked over.
In th© present model the cascade voltage doubling circuit
has been chosen, possessing asymmetrical input and output
connections. Shis circuit is illustrated ia Fig. 2 together
with the test surroundings.
this circuit requires a d.c, isolating condenser in th© input
c i r c u i t , w h i c h w i l l r e a d i l y fi t i n w i t h t h e r. f . fi l t e r i n g a n d
etching circuit to b© discussed ia paragraph 4.2.
One consequence of th© use of voltage-doubling is that under
otherwise unshaagad conditions the optimum d.e. lead resistance
will be 4 times higher than ia the nea-voltage-doubliag caae.
this means that twice the d.e. supply voltage is available for
the audio amplifier at half th© d.c, supply currant, fhis can be
©oped with simply by cascading th© audio circuits as well, as
will b© discussed ia paragraph 4*3*
-10-

fa© next decision to be made eoacaraa the type of died© ta
be used as a rectifier.
It will be clear that efficient rectification calls for a low
voltage drop over th© diode in th® forward direction and for a
law leakage current through the diode ia th© reverse direction,
A number of diode units have been measured statically for a forward
current of 50 micro-amps and a revere© voltage of 1.5 volts,
approximating the operating conditions as a p.©. rectifier.
Sfces© figure* were determined at room temperature and showed
wide differences between units of different construction,
2fc© values thus found ar© by nature temperature-dependent.
At higher temperatures the voltage drop in the forward direction
decreases gradually, while the leakage current in the reverse
direction increases fairly rapidly. Sheae changes result in an
improvement and a degradation of efficiency, respectively,
thereby counteracting each other to some extent.
Generally the performance goes dawn for rery low as well as for
wry high temperatures, Ito order to achieve satisfactory
performance at higher ambient temperatures it is therefor©
important to choose law-leakage unite, how leakage is ia this
application apparently more worthwhile than high forward
conductance.
A last requirement for the diode unite concerns the highfrequeaay performaao© as a reotifior. Large diode oapacitance
and long recovery time will have a degrading effect at high
frequencies, particularly in the p.e. application where relatively
high resistance values are found for th© r.f. source and d.c.
load*
3a conjunction with th© static seasuraments and the requiresaents laid down above, the most favorable diode unit was considered
to be a gold-feaaded germanium diode, produced by HUGHES under
typ© Bo. BD 2595. or th© type Ho. EG 5004 produced by the
Scottish HSQK8S branch.
-11-
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Although not being the highest forward-conductance type of the
test series, its low leakage current provides an excellent high*
temperature behavior, which would allow operation with consistent
performance at ambient temperatures in excess of 6G°C.
Furthermore the low diode capacitance and low recovery time
produce unimpaired performance up to carrier frequencies greatly
in excess of the 300 kc/s maximum value envisaged, for HC-systems.
Consietoney of characteristics between individual units of a
batch is very good, thereby eliminating the desirability of
selecting the most favorable units.
Using the circuit of Pig. 1 and. the gold-bfcaded germanium
diodes mentioned, th© following data applys
Sj m 5,000 ohms
Kg « 30*000 ohms (providing optimum rectification efficiency)
Beetificatioa efficiency at 20G€ j -3*3 db
Beatification efficiency at 45°C * -2,85 Sfe
Beatification efficiency at 60°C I -2.95 db.
As an average value for future evaluations a figure of -3,1 db will
be used as aa average, providing a d.c. supply power of 12 micro
watts from an available r.f. carrier power of 25 microwatts
(or -46 dbw). Shis is ©quivaleat to a d.c. supply voltage of
600 millivolts at 20 micro-amps across a load resistance of
30,000 ohms.
In conjunction with the use of th© rectifier circuit as a
modulator in the p.e. unit it may be mentioned that the internal
resistance between the d.e. terminals for audio modulating
signals under th© conditions Indicated approximates 30,000 ohms.
4 * 2 M a e m a t c h i n g a n d fi l t e r i n g c i r c u i t
Between the line tapping point and the p.e. *© rectifier input,
the use of an intermediate circuit is advisable for the follow
ing reasons}
a) As outlined in paragraph 3*1 isolating resistors with a
total value of 5*000 ohms will b© incorporated betwaaa
-12-

tapping point and p.e. r.f. input terminals. In view of
power transfer th© r.f. input terminal* of the p.e. will
also show an impedance of 5*000 ohms, thereby hxi3&gi^.g the
line shunting inpedanee at the tapping point to a value of
10,000 ©teas. This is, however, only necessary for the carrier
frequencies envisaged for SG operation. It might be desirable
in view of secrecy considerations to increase the value of
the shunting impedance at the line tapping point for other
frequencies than the carrier frequency range to a much
higher value. Specifically the d.c. shunting im|>eda»ee should
be
i n fi n i t e l y
high.
*
b) Any unbalance m- the telephone line due to th© ©eaaectioa
of the p.e. across the tapping point should be prevented.
therefore the asymmetrical rectifier input should be trans
formed into a syaaaetrical balanced input.
©) Frequencies outside the envisaged carrier frequency rang© of
20 - 500 kc/s should be prevented to actuate the p.e. 3m
addition, it should be prevented that frequencies outside
the carrier frequency range, originating e.g. from the
rectifiers ♦ inherent aonlinearity when driven by the
carrier signal, are impressed on the telephone line.
Figure 3 shows the circuit chosen to satisfy these requirements,
as well as its evolution. Figure 3A shows a half-section
basic baadfliter, facing the tapping point with its T-side.
This side exhibits the required impedance dependence on frequency,
showing nominally 3*000 ohms in the pass-band and successively
higher impedances for frequencies lower than 20 ko/s and hi#ser
than 300 kc/s. In addition it will provide attenuation outside
the envisaged carrier frequency band. This attenuation is
increased further by the addition of th© second half-section
basic bandfiiter illustrated ia Fig. 3B*
The output series capacitance of this section as the same time
serves as the input condenser for the rectifier circuit of Fig. 2*
-13-
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Sections 3A and 31 eosbine into the full-section filter of
Fig. 56. it U is illustrated both input and output are asym
metrical, while the requireaeat is to have a sysaatrieal input.
This requirement caa be mat by ©banging th© shunt inductance into
a transformer showing th© same inductance to the circuit, This
tranafearner can be mad© conveniently of th© auto-transformer
type, thereby decreasing' th© sis©. When, finally, the input
series elements are divided over each input load, the arrangement
of Fig. 3S eomea into existence, which arrangement has been
adopted for inclusion in the p.©. unit.
Th© audio frequency amplifier serves to amplify th© microphone
signals to a power level suitable for driving the rectifier
circuit as a mdulator. a© d.c. supply for the amplifier is
derived frost the tmm rectifier circuit.
A first matter of interest ia th© required audio power gain
to be provided by the amplifier, t&tofe can be evaluated as follows t
The normalised Kierophoa© sign* is represented by an «•**£.
of 28 microvolt© r.m.s. and an internal resistance of 300 ohms*
This constitutes an available power level of -121.8 dbw.
Earlier in this report the total reflection loss of the p.o.
unit was defined and was assumed to b© 16 db.
Tfaia mesas that £qt an incident carrier power level of
-46 dbw or 25 microwatts th© seaeratod sideband power level will
have to be -62 dbw or 0.63 microwatts*
Assuming a loss of 0.2 do ia the carrier filtering circuit
and a 3*1 db audio powar-to-sidebaad power conversion loss in
the rectifier acting as a modulator, the required audio power is
-§8.7 dbw or 1,35 microwatts. Proa these figures it say be
concluded that th© required audio power gain is 121 *J5 - 5§*? «

63.1 &,
A transistorised two-stag© amplifier weuM have to exhibit a
©tag© gala of 51*6 db, whicb apparently is a rather high figure
-14-

eaaaideriag th© mlsuto d.e, supply power available.
Therefore, a three-stag© arrangement has been chosen, for
which a stag* pan of 21 db looks feasible.
Ooaa-Meratlons given ia paraijraph 44 in canaectioa with the
rectifier arrangement have indicated a feasible d.c. augp:
level of 600 millivolts at 20 micro-aape. This relatively felgi*
voltag© low-current eombiaation obtained from the cascade
voltage-doubling rectifier circuit is well suited for combination
with a d.e.-cascaded audio amplifier, la view of the power output
requirement for the final stage and the relatively low-level
amplifying function of th© first and second stages, it was decided
to connect th© first and second stage in parallel as far as d.e.
is concerned and series-coaaactiag this pair to th© third stag©
for d.c.
In this way the third (final) stag© will have roughly toiea
the cu.rent-bandling capability of th« pre-amplifier stages.
The audi© power of 1,35 sierowatis, to be supplied by th© final
>, represents an audio voltage of 200 millivolts r.m.s*
a load resistance of 30,000 ohms, which is the appraxi?nat© valu© offered by toe rectifier as a modulator at its
modulation input terminals. This level means a peak value of
293 millivolts collector voltage swing when a© output matoisiag
transformer ia used. This voltage swing cam fee supplied by a
translator if the available d.c, supply voltage is approximately
335 millivolts, assuming a colleotor-to-eaitter bottoming
voltage of 52 millivolts at the relatively low collector currents
involved.
In this way there is 26? millivolts l©ft from the original
600 millivolt d.c. supply voltage, ^sbs 265 millivolts are
considered adequate for the supply of th© pre-amplifier stages.
Tim circuit am be arranged thus, that the first two stages
act as a d.c. emitter resistance for the output transistor,
wail© the output transistor's base is returned to a fixed voltage,
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obtained from a potential divider across toe supply voltogt*
In this way the output transistor*© collector current will be
governed almost entirely by to© input transistors. Provided
that the two input transistors are properly ecfapeaaated, torn
ambient temperature independence of the output transistor will
be quit© goad.
The first two transistors can be compensated against ambient
temperature effect© by th® incorporation of a temperaturedepenaant resistance in their base-biasing network. For this
circuit a ceramic eamiconduetor type of rasistoaee has bee*
which provides a negative temperature coefficient of resistance
of approximately gg p®r tegrm Centigrade.
Wm us© of this I.T.O. resistance to conjunction with d.c.
feedback resistors in th© emitter circuits of th© pre-amplifi©r
stage© can provide a highly satisfactory degree ef ambient
temperature compensation far toe entire circuit.
A© has bean outlined ia an earlier report to eoaaeatioa with
SO-systoms, it is neeesaary that the d.c, collector current ©f
a transistor amplifier rises with rising ambient temperature to
some extent, in order to preserve a ceaatoat amplification. A
suitable combinatiom of 3.T.C. resistance value and emitter
resistances will take care of this. The circuit developed Mm
will operate satisfactorily with ambient temperature of at
least 4ff°c.
Fig. 4 give© the d.c. ©irouit of th© audio amplifiar with
th© omission of all audi© frequency ©oapoaeate* This figure may
sarva to clarify earn© of the considerations given above*
For th© supply voltage level mentioned, th© division of this
voltage over toe final amplifier stag© and to© pre-aaplifi«r
stegae rapreeaate some kind of a limit*
A change in this division rati© will either limit toe output
voltage handling capacity of the output stage, or impair toe
of the pre-amplifier stages. It is therefor© that
-16-

FIG. 4. DC CIRCUIT OF AUDIO
AMPLIFIER.

this voltage division and supply voltage level are preferably
regarded aa valuable at th© maxtoam envisaged ambient temperature
of 45°0*
At lower ambient temperatures to© absolute voltage level® will
change somewhat. At raas teaperatores of e.g. 20°C the amplifier
circuit will iraa a ©lastly lower d.c. supply ©arrant at a
©aaaeqaemtly slightly higher d.c. supply valtoga, thereby offariag a small bat harmless d.e. load mismatch for th© rectifier
output circuit.
Whan it is realised, however, that at aa ambient temperature
of 45®C th© available 20 cilcro-amps of &*e. supply current is
16 up rau#Oy in 5 ^Lcro-aapa for to© base biaaiag circuit
aad 15 aiera-asps for the output transistors' collector, whilst
the nominal. 28-5 millivolts modulation ^mk voltage across
300 ohsas aosinal audio load resistance only ©alls for a peak
d.c. current swing ©f 9.5 micro-amps, it will be clear that a
relatively wide margin exists between to© required 9.5 micro-emps
aad toe available 15 misr©**ape, such toat a lower average supply
is fully acceptable in vi®w of output stage current swing
A part of this axaaas current swing will be consumed in
stating action of the biasing aatoork raaietoaae, but th©
is available for supply eurreat decrease* at lower ambient
tur©*»

S® use of a satohtog trimsfarmer in toa final transistors'
output circuit might under circumstances inareaae its eff icieaay,
but would ©casusse the margin msatlemed* Horeavor a coapoaeat
would be added to th© circuitry and the net pas obtained would
be leas than theoretically envisaged due to transformer losses.
▶, toe inoorpoyatioa of aa output traaaformer was deeidad
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early tests of the p.e. circuit to* output transistors
collector was connected directly to th© rectifiers' output
©apaaiteaee. It becaae evident, however, that the voltage swing
capabilities of toe output stage ©ailoctor were impaired by th©
ripple on toe d.c. supply voltage, which wader eiraumatea©*®
could exceed 200 millivolts peafe-to-peak, Therefora, a pifilter has been Included between rectifier and output stag»»
This filter causes an audio frequency cut-off at between 4 aad
5 kc/s, which is considered unobjectionable in view of toe
response of the simultaneously operating WSO ©quipmeat which
cuts off at 4 ke/s sharply.
Mtorophaa© input and. interstage transform*!-* war© selected
with respect to primary inductance and turns ratio in order to
provide optimum gain at acceptable low-frequency performance,
Some excess gala was ©assumed in negativ* feedback between
to© emitter circuits of toe pr©-aaplif ier stages. This improved
frequency characteristics and gain stability. & addition and
for the same parpoaa a small amauat of shunt feedback la
incorporated across toe output traaaistor.
$ ^ f l t t . . ff r a & » , H e i s ' c u i , t
Following to© findings and coasideratioa* reported above,
toe complete circuit for toe p.e, can be assembled aaa. The
schematic diagram is gives to Fig, 5, to which the individual
part* described will be found back,
3h a note, dated March ,:?■;. !%i, fros to© laboratory to the
contracting group a new possibility la to© rectif ier-jsodulator section
of the p.e. was postulated.
It is a known fact that a transistor will operate as a rectifier
due to the presence ©f intrinsic died© functions. Jta addition,
*, toe translator will allow a control of conductance da© to
of a third or control electrode. Applying a aadulattog •
ai^al to this control alactood* will .provide a conductance-and to
-18-

this way an efficiency-modulation. This efficiency modulation was
mx&®ste& to act directly on the r.f. side of th© rectifying transistor,
thereby skipping at least a part of th© intermediate steps of r.f.to-d,c. and audio-to-sideband power conversion processes with their
associated losses, such as encountered in th© regular diode-typ© of
reet if ier-HOdulator.
It was expected that a wortowhil© improvement in overall p.e.
efficiency «ould be realisable. Initial but limited first experiments
had inspired some hop© ia this respect.
m the time that passed by since, the principle haa been Investi
gated more toorou^ly and to our regret w© have not been able to
surpass to© p©rf ormaaea hitherto obtained with th© regular but
optimised diode reotiftor^aodulater scheme.
For one thing toe diode characteristics of a transistor ia
capaadaace on base control voltage show that toe co Hector-to-emitter
voltage direction providing optimum died© action is exactly opposite
to toe voltage direction ia which to® baa© v@lteg© will provide
optimum control of conductance.
disregarding this effect, however, the efficiency emulation by
baaa-to-emltter voltage control proved to be vary aon-linaar ia aatur©,
leading to substantial audio waveform distortion to th© modulation
process. A good deal of this distortion could be eliminated, however,
by using a balanced circuit with two transistors and full-wave
rectification, ia which the even harmonics of toe modulation cancelled.
Mi improved th® rectification efficiency at th© same time aa
discussed generally in paragraph 4.1 of this report.
After this a reasonably linear modulation could be obtained,
eves up to an ©acouragtogly high peraaatoge, uatog a separate audio
frequency test bench oscillator aa a modulating signal. At tola
point, however, the laboratory was fooled m& led to false conclusions.
It became evident after a ©hart time that the amount of audi© power
extracted from th® modulating source aas not asgligible, but sas at
least comparable to to© ultimately generated sideband power, m tola
-19-

way the apparent high modulation efficiency could also be attained
with a regular diode modulator, as a matter of fact with less complexity.
An additional trouble was found to be the usieairafeie reetificatiom
of toe modulating signal by the base-to-emitter function to which it
was applied,- leading to a shift ia to© operating point dependent ©a
modulation signal strength. This was la accordance with th© relatively .
hi^i level of required audi© modulating signal, eieseadtog to© expected
base voltage control region.
3h conclusion it say b© said that toe praposad scheme has failed
to ©xhibit an toprovemsat over th© present principle, partioularly
sino© toe present circuit with regular diodes has been optimised
and is able to provide a remarkable efficiency.
For th© present the efforts into the proposed direction will
therefore not be continued, unless a new poiat of view rni^t change
the picture.
A number of 3 eP°^-molded prototypes of toe I a;, unit have
been produced for ©valuation by th© contracting gro
After completion toes© unite have ~bmxi tested extensively in
order to arrive at a set ©f average performance figures ami in order
to check whether to© features of theloreadbosrd development model
could be reproduced consistently.
All to© figures given ia this chapter are referred to a nominal
©^©rating condition characterised feys
a ) A r. f . a c t i v a t i o n v o l t a g e o f f © | m i l l i v o l t s r. m . a . © , a , f .
having an internal resistance of 5*000 ohm*, symmetrical,
providing an svallaM© activation power of 25 microwatts,
or -46 i.hw to to© p,e. under test.
b) A modulating signal of 1,000 e/s having an e.auf, of 28
microvolts and aa internal resistance of 300 ohms*
c) Aa ambient temperature of 2G°C.
farformaaee figures as a function of iad«psnd*&t variation of th®a©
nominal conditions, averaged over th© 3 units tested, will b© gives

as well as individual deviations
Actual voice signal transmlss

toe unite mutually,
torougfc to© system will be

reported brief
She reflection loss, defined a© the rati© betoaea available
activation power and available sideband power at the p*e, terminals
was found to be 14.3 db, I? db sad 12,8 db, toe average value
14*7 db.
> s^parmtly large mutual dlffereac© of 5,2 db between two
unite Is caused mainly by a mutual difference to audi©
gato and therefore to modulation depth, which ia view of the
results given ia Table 6.2 corresponds to a difference in
required activation level of approximately 1.4 afe,
tighsr values of activation power will bring along
audio gain, larger modulation depth sail
The actually found figures for this
the tore© units, are given in this tablet
Activation tovel
(dbw)
-49
-48
-47
-46
-45
-44
-43
-42
-41

1«

(Hicro^tte)

m$

16
20
25
|2
40
§0
64
100

a©l. sefleatiea
mm (db)
-11*5
-7
-3,2
0 (B*f.)
42.1
+5.2
+3»:-';
+4.5
+4*3
*4*0
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with a decreased modula
tion toput level in order to avoid the leveliag-off effect due
to overmodulatien possibly ooeurriag at hi^ssr value© of activa
tion power, as illustrated to fable 6,5
This set of figarea shows tost to to© vicinity of to© reference
level of activation power toe medulattea depth varies approximately
2.65 db for each db of change In activation poser level,
2a consequence this means that for each SB ©hang© ia activa
tion power level th© return signal will ©hang© 3.65 db,
6.3
3a order to show to© linearity deviations feetoaaa modulating
voltage and relative sideband amplitude, to© following figures
llel. Mod. Signal (db)
-12

tel. Sideband hsml («b)
-IS

-5
- 6

- 6,2
- 3*8
- 1.6

-3
0
♦3
«■6
* 9

+ 0.1
- 0,6
•0,6

Deviation(db)
0
|
-0.2
-0.0
-l.o*
-2,9
-6.6
-9.6

Fro® the table it may be concluded that to© avarags p,a,
shows signs of modulation limiting to to© extent of approximately
1.6 db at the nconimal isierophoae output level, This will bring
along some distortion of the audio aavafanu It should b© borne
to siad, however, tost toe aomtoal modulating voltage level refers
to speech signal peaks, occurring only during a fairly small
percentage of th© ttos, The average speech signal level is
lower and will therefor© experience much less distortion*
Moreover, to© modulation &ep%h ©as be controlled from the
station's site by alteration of to© traassiltter power with the
-22-

built-in power control* Th© high seminal valu* ©f modulation
depth should be regarded aa an advantage on ©acasioas where a
marginal signal has to override noise,
6*4 jgd.ulation frequency response
Tile modulation frequency response of to© p.e, is governed
mainly by the available transformers and their Individual
characteristics. The average frequency response of a p.e.
peak* gradually at 1,400 c/s and is 6 db frost tola peak valu*
at 530 and at 3,400 c/s. Beyond these values to© response goes
down smoothly.
Th© differences between individual p,e. unite set their
-6 db frequencies at 670 . 3,000 ©/©, 335 - 4,400 e/a, and
560 - 3,300 ©/©. respectively*
These values war© measured at a reduced value of .adulation
depth to order to avoid the iaf lueaee of limiting at nominal
values of modulation, as illustrated by toe Table 6,5*
In this connection it should be maatiaaed that to® 196 mk I
equipment serving as a base station 1ms cut-off filters built
in which provide considerable attenuation for frequencies of
below 400 c/s and of higher than 4,000 c/s, Therefor®, the
relative ralue of an eventual considerable improvement in to©
p.e.'s audio frequency iwpmum to fairly low.
**$ Ambient t**ro*raturo dependence
fiiB dependence of reflection loss of to© p.e. unit on the
ambient temperature has been measured over th© temperature range
of 14°C to 4«.5°0.
At relatively 3aw ambient temperatures th© iaf lueac© of
temperature on reflection loss is ©aly verv silent.
Although this has not been verified it is fairly certain
that temperatures below 14°C are of no consequence on
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At higher values of ambient temperature the reflection
efficiency goes down -mry slowly at first but will deteriorate
rapidly as soon as ambient temperature© of approximately 40°6
The following average figures
at 14*Ct

Ambient Temperature

mi
14
31
40.25
42*25
¥<>

8*1. Sefl. Eff.

mt

0
-1
~3
-6
-10

fas individual p.e. units showed a difference of a few °c
this average for the onset of the steep degradation in
p*rformnce around 40°C. This must be attributed to toe
individual transistor unite and their different internal leakage
ourreat values,
6*6 flC teat beach set-up wlto IRQ equipment
Kegular w*G MX I equipment was connected to to© RO p.e. fs
through the recommended values of isolating resistance and aa
adjustable attenuator. The performance and the allowable amount
of attenuation closely cheeked wlto the predicted values of
paragraph 3.1. At toe extremes of the envisaged frequency band
of 20 - 300 ke/s a loss is efficiency af I to 1,5 db over the
attenuation path was apparent, to be aacouated for by to© line
filtering circuits in th© p»e. circuit.
A test which included transmission over a stretch of tele
phone cable was arranged. Unfortunately th© only facility
available to the laboratory for this test was a rather

cable of the buried and armored multi-sax* type having an estimated
length of 6-7 kilometers. Oonsoquently the amount of attenuation
experienced was much higher than toe figure allowed on the outset
sad given ia paragraph 3*1.
At a carrier frequency of 30 kc/a, for instance, to© approximate
attenuation was close to 20 db, to b© compared to the figure of
4.5 db mentioned as recommended maximum.
Therefore, the envisaged values of isolating resistance ©f
2 x 2500 ohms at each tapping point were not applicable. Ia
this case th© isolating resistances were reduced to 2 x 2200 ohms
at th© p.®. end, and 2 % 330 ©has at the base station ©ad, ifeteh
yielded a usable return signal, I^rformanc© was mast favorable
at frequencies around 30 kc/s. At hi^ier frequencies the

At lowsr frequencies around 20 ko/s no eemaunieatioa was
possible either, very probably due to
effects on the cable length, which was
matched at both ends and possibly also
where aa exchange had to be passed*

resonance and reflection
expected ly severely mis
somewhere in to© middle
A complete investigation of

this ©ffeet in this case and under th© circumstances is a
difficult point for various reasons of a general and local
nature.
In practice, however, it may be that th© effect mentioned
will contribute to toe value of th© ultimately used carrier
frequency in a given location.
7* Coaclyeion^,
The sigaifleant parameters for a JHJ-aystoa have beea derived,
3a accordance with these parameters and ia conjunction with the
envisaged use of a regular ISO MX X equipment at toe base etatioa, a
p.e. circuit has been developed,
Three laboratory prototypes of the p.e. have been produced for
©valuation by to© contracting gtmp.
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Th© p.e. unite hav© been designed to impsss as little loading on
toe telephone line at the tapping point as possible, sad will impose
no d.c. loading of the line. Symmetry of the lias circuit ia
Consistent performance is ©btained for ambient temperatures of up
to 40% and limited performance up to approximately 45°C.
Assuming adequate installation possibilities for th© p.©*, to* W
system will provide improved audio quality, better acoustical sensi
tivity and higher consistency and predictability of performance than
the ISO system.
Finally it should be mentioned that toe applicability of to* SO
system is not restricted to telephone lines or cables, but that under
circumstances other wired transsissioa media raay serve also.
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L i s t o f c o m p o n e n t s ( s e e fi g . 5 )
R1
R2
R3
R4
R5
R6
R7

22.000 Ohms
10,000 a
180 a
10.000 T
47.000 n
120,000 n
000,000 •

C1
02
C3
C4

C5
C6
C7
C8

N.T.C.
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Tantalum
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Philips
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Ceramic
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n
Polystyrene
Ceramic

Siemens
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5%
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B
B

■

Junction

Philips
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a
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Gold-bonded
ii

I
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B

ii
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DCtfV
n

3V
67

Philips
LCC

c a r b o n - fi l m

■

H

o,25 micro~F
n
2,5
2,5
2,5
2,5

n

a

tf

ii

1000
2000
1300
40
1600
1600

C9
C10
C11
C12

i

•

Germanium

Hugh*
B

Scotland (U.K.)
•

I!

L 1 1 , 4 H 1 4140
0 O
hms type S192
Ohms
L2 -i total inductance 2,0 mH
L3 1 total D.C. resistance 8,7 Ohms

Fortiphone

T1
T2
T3
T4

Fortiphone
a

1:10 type R2
3:1
»
R7
2:1
•
R8
auto-transformer, total inductance 70 mH
total D.C. resistance 111 Ohms, tapped
at 1/3 and 2/3 of turns
Ferrite pot core, 11 mm Dia, alrgap 0.2 am

B

Siemens

